Introduction
Shakespeare's line in King Lear (I.ii), "Had he a hand to write this?," was asked by "The Earl of Gloster" to deceitful "Edmund" about "Gloster's" son "Edgar's" writing hand, alleged by "Edmund" to betray an evil personality. This showed a belief that a hand witnessed a person's nature, his practice in writing, level of education, social status, and even presumed veracity. Or, a handwriting could identify its user as surely as his face, voice, or words could do.
In the Summer of 2013, University of Texas Prof. Douglas Bruster had wide press coverage (see URL Schuesler-2013) for claiming that Shakespeare wrote The Spanish Tragedy (1592) based on comparison of the "Secretary" (or "Secretarial") hand used in a manuscript (MS) Tarica had run across citations (Byrne, 1925, p. 199; Preston & Yeandle, 1992, pp. vii-viii) which stated that in Elizabethan England, "practically everybody" literate wrote with a Secretary hand, whereas relatively fewer also used the newer innovation of an "Italic" (or "Italianate") hand, as a supplement to their Secretary hand. Italic was often used by women, including Queen Elizabeth, and most users mixed the styles together in any give MS (Preston & Yeandle, 1992, p. viii) . Still, we've discovered that there were apparently at least two exceptions:
William Cecil, Lord Burghley, and his son-in-law, Edward DeVere, the 17th Earl of Oxford, for each of whom Tarica brought his theory to Hess, and the two did additional research for Hess to write this article. This is only hypothetical, but the potential is astounding-at the very least it has more evidence for it than similar efforts made by orthodox scholars (such as Prof. Bruster) to identify a Secretary hand for Mr. Shakspere of Stratford (the man identified as author of the works of Shakespeare, or the gratuitously hyphenated "Shake-speare", as used in about half of the title-pages referencing him). If the hypothesis could be verified, it might be shown that Oxford perpetrated a documentary hoax related to Mr. Shakspere that can be demonstrated. Hopefully this can be reviewed by objective handwriting experts about the Elizabethan era. Along the way, Hess and Tarica discovered a mysterious "WSS" symbol affixed to Oxford's letters sent home from the continent, and learned other matters of interest to those devoted to Elizabethan history, paleography, and calligraphy. 
What's in a Person's "Hand?"
When a person writes a note in ink, he/she is leaving a testament for posterity. He or she could have chosen pencil, but then the message might get smudged, unauthorized changes could be more easily made, and with ink 1 An excellent, if more adventurous, analysis of Sir Thomas More is Gidley's 2003 article (dating the MS to as early as c.1581).
In her opinion, "Hand D" was the actual author's hand, while the other hands in the MS were Anthony Munday's and others to whom the author was accustomed to dictating (i.e., secretaries).
2 The website for the Shakespeare Oxford Society is http://shakespeareoxfordfellowship.org/. They are part of a growing number of scholars who believe that there is "reasonable doubt" that Mr. William Shakspere of Stratford-upon-Avon fully accounts for authorship of the works attributed to "Shakespeare" or "Shake-speare" (see the Shakespeare Authorship Coalition or SAC website from https://doubtaboutwill.org/).
his or her identity can be more proudly registered with a distinctively personalized signature. A writing hand and signature each bear eccentricities which can be as revealing as a face, clothing, or emblem. to 79 was an anti-Catholic spy abroad (presumably at Oxford's urging); after 1586 to circa 1603 was elevated to an ill-defined position of "Messenger at her Majesties Chamber" (which apparently had him hunting down and exposing "pirate" publishers and extremists of all stripes); in the later 1590s was a playwright and translator whose works were often dedicated to his old master Oxford; and in the 1600s to his death in 1633 was a member of the Draper's guild, and a chronicler and pageant writer for the City of London. The Secretary hand of "Hand D" is only the last three pages, yet it is said to be of such superior artistic quality to the rest of the MS that those Hess had supplied the organizers with a 22 page's handout that was provided to each of the 200 or so paying attendees, and included among other matters selections from Cox's article which dealt with the question of Shakespeare's six signatures. Prof. Nelson's response for his panel was that he personally had written a "White Paper" refuting Cox's article, which he stated would be "soon published" in a prominent journal. To date, no such paper has emerged, to our knowledge. And we should emphasize that Cox was no skeptic about Mr. Shakspere as author of the works of Shakespeare-rather, she was a leading handwriting expert of Elizabethan signatures, and she simply criticized prevailing scholarship about the six Shakspere signatures, on the basis that none of the six match each other. that Oxford would have employed when he dictated letters rather than to write them himself as reported by Deborah Thorpe:
Late medieval letter-writers … ranged from high-ranking servants to royalty… Merchants and lower-ranking gentlemen often put pen to paper themselves but wealthy men and gentlewomen were more likely to employ a scribe… As the 15th century drew to a close, more correspondents began to write their own letters… Once they'd finished writing, scribes could dry the ink quickly by dusting it with ashes from the chimney. Then they'd fold the letter, tie it up with strips of paper, and give it a wax seal. (Thorpe, 2013, p. 28) Although Thorpe's article was about the 15th century, much of it still pertained to the Elizabethans. And a May 1448 letter illustrated on the tops of her pp. 30-31 showed a letter from Margaret Paston of Norfolk, which seems very similar in many ways to the Secretary hands we'll be discussing here from the Elizabethan era.
Amusingly, other impediments listed by Thorpe's article for sending a letter included:
Find a messenger going the right way … selecting the right man or woman to convey the letter to its destination was critical.
Have mail guarded from your enemies … correspondents could only pray that their letters weren't intercepted en route … especially if the letter contained sensitive information.
Try to track down the letter's recipient… [the "poor messenger"] might travel hundreds of miles to deliver a letter, then, once he'd arrived, could only pray that someone was home.
Don't shoot the messenger… a letter could send its recipient into a fit of rage [calling for] a messenger who was skilled in the art of conciliation.
Burn after reading. Some people insisted that letters be destroyed, while, luckily for us, others were obsessed with filing them away. (Thorpe, 2013, pp. 30-31) Certainly, we should be grateful that Burghley filed away so many of his son-in-law's incoming letters, although he normally didn't include his own letters to which Oxford was replying, so we see a distinctly one-sided correspondence. We can also assume many others of Oxford's letters were "burnt after reading" (as Thorpe said). Some have suggested that Burghley appeared to have structured a self-aggrandizing record about himself and his son-in-law for posterity (e.g., Ogburn, 1984, pp. 199-207) . Among those burnt may have been more formal letters from Oxford, which were more likely in Secretary hand, albeit possibly via dictation to scribes. About the apparent scarcity of Oxford's non-Italic hand(s) in Burghley's archives, Tarica suggests that Oxford knew of Burghley's own obvious preference for Italic, and as a courtesy wrote to him in kind. Given the various hazards listed by Thorpe, we may wonder that so many of Oxford's letters survived after all. From what I've been able to discover so far, both men had only Italianate hands. And yet it puzzles me that until at least 1600 the Italianate hand was relatively rare compared to the Secretarial hand taught to nearly all literate young men in their homes and schools. So, I'm searching for instances of MSS where each man may have written in their well-known Italianate hands, but there are also associated Secretarial hand(s) which may be alternative hands used by each man.
Noting that Lord Burghley began his career in 1547 as a secretary to Lord Protector Somerset, wouldn't it be logical that he had his own Secretarial hand at least during that period, when he himself was a secretary? Are you aware of any documents which show suspected instances of Lord Burghley's alternative hand or hands? Of course he used amanuenses, but in that early period it may be more reasonable that whatever hand appears on any of his documents was his own hand, don't you agree?
As to the Earl of Oxford, whatever hand he used in his teens was more likely to be his own hand than in his later adulthood, and the same for after 1583 when the Earl reportedly was near to bankruptcy and had dismissed all but a few of his servants, don't you agree?
From Prof. Nelson came this helpful e-mail note:
I saw your letter of inquiry. Just wanted to let you know that Hatfield House has a new librarian/archivist. She may not yet be acquainted with Burghley's hand across the years. In his early years Burghley was a secretary, but that doesn't mean he was a scrivener or an amanuensis, any more than John Kerry as Secretary of State can take shorthand.
Then came a brief reply from Hatfield House:
We have a lot of instances of Burghley's writing (which is very distinctive later on), but I will see if I can find the earliest that we have.
A subsequent response was that the earliest Burghley letter they had was from 1546, and even it was in Italic.
So, it's probably safe to assume that they have no instances of Secretary hands for Burghley or Oxford which they don't regard as most likely clerical hands. We regard the question of Burghley having no extant verifiable (d) Can we find other documents containing that hand? (An expert in Elizabethan handwriting might be able to do so, so we list some suggestions, although we're not experts) (e) Do some candidate documents pertain to Shakespeare or Mr. Shakspere? (Yes!) And about these hypotheses the best thing is that there is considerably more primary evidence about Oxford's Secretary hand than there is about Mr. Shakspere's putative hand. And we know with absolute certainty that Oxford was literate-dubiously so for Mr. Shakspere! 6 6 As discussed in endnotes # 2 and # 4 above, Mr. Shakspere of Stratford was indeed almost-certainly illiterate. One of the favorite "games" of orthodox scholars is to quite correctly point to all the "anti-Stratfordian" candidates that have been proposed over the past 200 years (e.g., the 17th Oxford; his son-in-law William Stanley the 6th Earl of Derby; Oxford's wife's 1st cousin Sir Francis Bacon; Roger Manners 5th Earl of Rutland, who was the nephew of Oxford's boyhood friend the 4th Earl; Sir Henry Neville; Sir Christopher Dyer; Christopher Marlowe; most recently Thomas Sackville the 1st Earl of Dorset, whom Hess has described as Oxford's "literary mentor"; and others). Even though Oxford is today the leading unorthodox candidate, the fact that there have been many others is a matter orthodox critics seem to think derisively meaningful. Actually, the real reason there have been so many candidates is that the orthodox candidate was almost-certainly illiterate and has few if any records tying him to a literary life (as opposed to a money-grubbing real-estate and theatrical investor). By contrast, each of the others proposed was "infinitely better qualified for the job", so to speak, since each was demonstrably literate! There may have been candidates with greater extant poetry-drama than Oxford (e.g., Sackville or Marlowe, whereas Oxford has no extant plays and only about 20 authenticated poems). But none alive in 1594-1604 when Shakespeare's works were first being published was praised as much for Stritmatter's 2001 book) , and in the 1550 Halles Chronicles probably while he was still a teen (see Figure M .1 here and the Hess-Tarica joint two-part 2006 article, where the Halles annotator signed "iptsubion Edward," with the "E" appearing to be an amusing device containing all the components for "deVere"). By contrast, it is inconsistent with a man such as Mr.
Shakspere, who apparently wrote no known MSS at all.
As it happens, Hess' Vols. 1 and 2 (e.g., Appen. F, pp. 489-530, and in forthcoming Vol. 3 Appen. G) lay out an argument that the name "Shake Spear" or "Shake-speare" was actually an internationally celebrated heroic poetic concept derived from the hero "Astolfo" of Boiardo's 1499 Orlando Inamorato and its successor, Ariosto's 1516-32 Orlando Furioso. In some respects, those were the "pulp fiction" of the 16th century, often containing illustrations of knights in brutal combat. One knock-off from that poetic tradition (focused on by Hess' Vol. 2, Appendix F) was the prose romance Palladine of England, which was translated in 1588 from the Spanish and French by Anthony Munday. In that epic, Hess noted that "Palladine's" father named his son in honor of "Pallas Athena", the Greek goddess of war, wisdom, literature, and the arts, and that depictions of "Pallas" often show her brandishing her shield and spear, with the epithet of "Spear-shaker". Hence, a poetic courtier who also jousted, as was the 17th Earl of Oxford, might well have chosen the epithet of "Spear-shaker" or "Shake-speare", with the gratuitous hyphen meant to denote a pseudonym (i.e., the epithet doesn't use a hyphen only at the end of a line, so its gratuitous use was intended to be a message).
And the name "Will" could be a poetic message as well, as in a "Will-o-the-wisp" poet, or even (in a concept often attributed to A. L. Rowse), a sly hint at "country matters" (or sexual joking) whereby the "will" meant both their works quite as Oxford was (e.g., by Wm. Webbe (1586) . The LC's subordinate was the Master of the Revels Office (which censored publications and playhouses), and the LC had authority over all royal entertainments, often issued orders concerning publications, sometimes (as in 1619) specifically concerning publication of Shakespeare works, and negotiated terms with the London Council for public theaters inside the city. For example, in 1623 the Revels Master, Sir George Buc (in Oxford's literary circle circa 1582) died and was replaced by Sir Henry Herbert (a cousin of William and Philip Herbert) just as the 1623 First Folio of Shakespeare's plays was about to be printed, sold, and dedicated to "the incomparable paire of brethren" (those same William and Philip Herbert, Oxford's in-laws). Thus, Oxford's family and extended family essentially oversaw the publishing industry while mznykey Shakespeare documents were being produced (1609 Sonnets, 1623 F1, 1632 F2, and 1640 Poems). male and female genitalia, as in Shakespeare's famous "Will Sonnets" (#s 134-136, and possibly others featuring "will").
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Figure M.1. "iptsubion Ebward" margin annotation in copy of 1550 2nd Folio Halles Chronicdes with "E-d-e-V-e-r-e" device packed inside of the "E". So, it's possible that Oxford repeatedly adopted a heraldic flourish which may have been meant to pictorially identify himself with the mythical knight-errant "Shake Spear" (or "Spear-shaker"), even with "Will" as a given name for the flourish. To a limited extent, we also wrote about these matters in our 2006 two-part joint article about Oxford's personal library. Certainly, the 1580 Euphues and His England novel, dedicated to Oxford 7 E.g., Sonnet # 135's lines (underlines added): "Whoever hath her wish, thou hast thy will, / And will to boot, and will in over-plus / … Not once vouchsafe to hide my will in thine? / Shall will in others seem right gracious / And in my will no fair acceptance shine? / …So thou, being rich in will, add to thy will / One will of mine, to make thy large will more. / …Think all but one, and me in that one Will." Once recognized, it's certainly hard to explain the "hide my will in thine" other than as sexual joking.
by his secretary John Lyly, and the many Anthony Munday translations dedicated to Oxford of heroic knight errant literature from the continent, all argue for Oxford having been amused, or even enthralled by the genre.
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Immersed in circumstantial evidence are hints that a "conspiracy" transpired to obfuscate the official records and other matters related to "Shake-speare"; in fact, out-and-out fraud and forgery by a number of orthodox scholars has been well-documented (see Dickinson, 2001, pp. 104-113) . What is new here is that Tarica may have found limited direct evidence that: (1) as early as 1569 until 1602 Oxford referred to himself pictorially as "Will/iam Shake Spear"; and (2) following 1594, Oxford tried to disassociate himself from that pseudonym by personally creating a heraldic identity for Mr. William Shakspere through Shakspere's father's pedigree. Thus, one reason such a "conspiracy" may have been so successful was that Shakespeare-Oxford may have personally manufactured and manipulated documents. When understood in light of "Oxford's personal hoax", among others perpetrated by Oxford's friends and relations, and compounded by the documented frauds of more recent corrupt scholars (e.g., by John Payne Collier in the mid-to late-1800s), many problems about the evidence in the Shakespeare authorship question can be better understood. If our hypothesis holds up, it wasn't just that Shakespeare-Oxford passively accepted his forced disassociation from an alternate identity-he seems to have actively constructed and enforced the disassociation throughout much of his life, in his own Secretarial hand!
Did Oxford Use a Heraldic Flourish Emblematic of "Will Shake Spear?"
If Oxfordians are right that the "Shake-speare" persona was Oxford's creation, when did he do so? The reason we believe Oxford referred to himself as "Will/iam Shake Spear" long before the creation of the other Shakespeare persona (i.e., Mr. Shakspere's "authorship identity") is that there is circumstantial evidence that Oxford pictorially referred to himself as "WSS", and those initials were affixed to the outside (obverse) of some of his handwritten personal letters from 1569 to 1602, in addresses on his surviving letters to William and Robert Cecil. After conferring with several Oxfordian scholars and one orthodox biographer of Oxford, their reactions have been that the "WSS" flourishes seem to have simply been innocuous flourishes with no greater meaning.
None have thought these "WSS" flourishes worthy of additional study.
What convinces us that the "WSS" flourishes are "for real" is that they each actually contain all the elements necessary for a stylized "WSS", especially a series of figure eight loops, and the flourishes always start at the top as a "W" would start, and always finish on the bottom as a handwritten "S" would finish (see Figure R. 1, illustrations R.1.1 and R.1.2). Moreover, out of seven flourishes thus far found, five support our findings exactly, a sixth is probable and the seventh is an interesting variant because it is only enough to represent a "WS". 9 8 Lyly's Euphues novels (the 2nd one in 1580 dedicated to Oxford) featured a heroic knight "Euphues" (= cultured, well-born) who journeyed very much as Oxford had in 1575-76, from Mt. Parnassus in Greece, via Italy, to England with a mission to reform the English universities and language. Per Gillespie (302-10) 1580 Euphues and his England was a source for Shakespeare. Munday's 1580 Zelauto was not only the 2nd book he dedicated to Oxford, but identified Oxford as "Euphues" in its secondary dedication: "to Euphues on his entering into England". Zelauto also influenced Shakespeare (ibid., 373-74). Munday's later translations included Amadis De Gaulle, Palladine of England, and Primaleon, several dedicated to Oxford or his family, and at least the last noted by Gillespie as a source for the Bard (ibid., 374-76). So, it seems clear that Oxford's "Euphuistic" circle of writers were important sources for Shakespeare. 9 Remember, these are on the obverses of the letters in question, where Oxford would have written in his addresses after folding the letters into deliverable packets. Three that are the most legible and are the most clear "WSS flourishes" are Cecil Paper (CP) 8.12, CP 8.76, and CP 8.24 retained at Hatfield House. Two that are not as legible are CP 9.15 and BL Lansdowne MS 14 185-86 which both appear to have the exact number of elements to compose the "WSS". A third, BL Lansdowne MS 11 121-22, is even If these "WSS" flourishes were random figure eights we would expect there to be different examples with several more or fewer figure eights. Yet, the one definitive exception to the "WSS" form was included on the obverse of a letter in 1602, a letter at Hatfield House designated CP 181.99 which consists of only enough elements to form a "WS" (see Figure R. 1, item R.1.3). This is possibly revealing as well because it contains a flourish. Which begs the question of whether a flourish would likely be embellished by another flourish? In addition, all these supposed flourishes appear directly under the address and isolated in the very way one would expect to see some type of signature. For those that believe they are "meaningless" we feel that at the very least more illegible but still believed to be "WSS" like. It is worth considering as well that these are just the only seven we've seen so far Hess' collection of images of Oxford's letters (obtained from the generosity of Prof. Alan Nelson) that were complete enough to show the obverses, and so there may be obverses to many other letters which we've simply not seen and thus haven't identified. they are clever plays on the meaningless flourish and that ambiguity was important. We believe that Oxford never signed his name as "William Shakespeare" (except through his publisher in the 1593 and 94 dedications of his narrative poems). If he had done so his secret would probably not have been kept so well. But we feel he could use a flourish symbolizing his alter-ego, possibly sending it to only those "in the know", such as his Cecil in-laws.
The shorter "WS" flourish in the CP 181.99 letter does not create a problem for this theory since it was likely that "Shake Spear" became the one word "Shakespeare" or "Shake-speare" by 1602. However, it is interesting for several reasons. First, it was many years since Oxford had used this flourish, so one may wonder if there was any specific reason for his using it again at this late date (possibly it was a connection with the succession of James I, which happened the next year). Secondly, we speculate the "WS" is actually a constricted version of "WSS", in which the "W" forms both the "S's" and the second and third ascending elements. However Tarica illustrated that the number of termination elements as well as the loops contained in the letters necessary to form the WSS also equaled the same number of required loops to form the griffe de notaire, Such a constricted form of "WSS" might have been the inspiration for the insignia that appears on a 1587 edition of the Holinshed Chronicles (owned by the Countess De Chambrun, and containing annotations presumed by many to be by "Shakespeare") and the coversheet of the Northumberland Manuscript. But perhaps as important, the insignia seems to represent that the letters contained are actually WSS and thus far more in keeping with the name as a pseudonym and hyphenated variation of Shake-Speare. In those documents, the insignia is formed by using symmetry and overlay from the "WSS" (see 
Implications of Oxford Establishing a Heroic Alter-Identity
Regardless of the previous speculation, there is an additional hypothesis that is important in potentially establishing Oxford's identity as Shakespeare. As said above, we believe Oxford deliberately created this identity from an early age. Later, it may have been supplemented by the three coat of arms applications filed for John Shakspere (Mr. Shakspere's father) in 1596 and 1599, and that Oxford may have written this in his own hand.
The three applications were written mostly in Secretary hand, and we believe Oxford used that hand at least It may be revealing that the two unsuccessful 1596 coat-of-arms applications spelled the name ">speare" while the successful 1599 application spelled it ">spere". Was there "payola" involved? Can we conclude that part of the reason that the first two applications were denied was that insufficient evidence existed for the ">speare" usage of the name, and thus had to be replaced by the ">spere" usage? When the coat-of-arms was eventually granted it was contested in 1601 as part of an official examination by Ralph Brooke, the "York place, arguing for intervention by one as influential as Oxford. In any case, Brooke implied that undue influence was used on behalf of Mr. Shakspere's father, and that it was more than just a coincidence that the insufficient claim for the Shakspere gentility occurred at about the same time as the appearance of the pseudonym publications after 1593 and 94.
As just noted, the method used to obtain a coat of arms for John Shakspere was to list a connection to his wife's mother's Arden family, a connection shared by the Earl of Oxford through his father's mother Elizabeth
Trussel's Arden blood (Ogburn Jr., 745 ). Oxford's overestimation of the Ardens from his own pedigree may have caused use of the Arden family connection for John Shakspere, but for John himself it was a grossly insufficient usage. In other words, only a high nobleman with Arden blood himself would have entertained the absurd belief that Arden blood in John Shakspere's wife was gentle enough to raise John to the gentry! Or, put another way, even though for obvious reasons it was useful for Oxford to have a frontman or stand-in, only an arrogant nobleman would have regarded it necessary to elevate even his insufficient stand-in ("I'm so noble that my horse has a pedigree, my hounds were begat by princely sires, my hawks eat only squab, and even my stand-in is a gentleman"). And we believe this is further corroborated by the Brooke vs. Dethick controversy regarding the insufficiency of the Shakspere coat-of-arms applications. But prior to theorizing, much less establishing, that Oxford wrote these documents it was the first order to establish with some probability that he had a Secretary hand at all, as well as one that was similar. One of the first indications that he did have that hand is in one of his tin-mining Memoranda (EL 2349 undated, but in a set likely circa 1595), of which Figure When he examined character-for-character the Secretary from Oxford's tin mines hand, Tarica found that it bears a very strong resemblance to characters in a letter about the disposition of some of Oxford's lands signed by Burghley (Egerton 2618 f11, June 1590, see Figure R .4). And this document's hand in turn reflects close similarity to the "Knight of the Tree of the Sunne" affront that is in a discernably different hand from the other affronts for the tournament (see Figure I .1). 11 Further, there appears to be a corroboration of the numerals and Secretary letters in the tin mining memoranda to that of the Burghley letter mentioned above. The commonality of all of these documents is that they each relate to Oxford.
11 (a) The "Sunne" affront is Lansdown 99 ff.261-262v. An affront is a rebuttal to a challenge, and in the Jan 22, 1580/1 (1581 modern dating) the challenge was delivered under the pseudonym of "Callophisus" by Oxford's 2nd cousin Philip Howard, only weeks after he had been raised to his late grandfather's vacated Earldom of Arundel. Other extant affronts were by the Red, Blue, and White Knights, with the latter likely Sir Philip Sidney. P. Howard is not to be confused with his uncle Henry Howard, nor with his and Oxford's distant cousin Charles Arundel (from the notoriously Catholic Arundels of Cornwall). In the prior Christmas season, both H. Howard and C. Arundel, along with Francis Southwell (another Oxford distant cousin), had been accused by Oxford before Queen Elizabeth of having been Marianist plotters of treason, and were at the time of the joust languishing in the Tower, preparing their own Libels against Oxford (they had earlier tried to obtain protection in the house of the Spanish ambassador, who instead negotiated their surrender after being assured they weren't to be prosecuted for capital offenses). P. Howard was in 1585 to be revealed as a Marianist Catholic and disgraced, tried in 1589 by his House of Lords peers (including Oxford) for treason related to the Spanish Armada, and died in the Tower in 1595. This was the context for Oxford's "Sunne" knight's affront: each participant argued that their chosen dame, whose identity was hinted at in each case, but not revealed (most likely each was Queen Elizabeth), was fairer than any other lady in the land-a standard jousting theme. Oxford's gilded "Sunne" knight was by far the most elaborate, literate, and expensive of the lot, and Oxford shared the victory with P. Howard. (b) Tarica believes the "Knight of the Tree of the Sunne" affront (a sketched inset is in Fig. I .1) was a good match for the candidate Oxford hand, but not for the other affronts. My own analysis of the Jan 22, 1581 affronts is that they were different from the "Sunne" MS, but similar enough to propose that Oxford wrote all of them, not just the one, attempting to disguise the hands slightly from one affront to the next. For example, as noted in Fig. I .1, I find it strange that the affront for the Blue Knight is populated with the emphasized "d" ascenders that are nearly devoid in the "Sunne" affront, except for two errant instances, where my interpretation is that the writer seems to have briefly forgotten that he was supposed to be disguising his hand. Still, and in any case, I'd be content to believe that Oxford merely dictated them all (i.e., organized the whole jousting pageant) to one or more scribes, since the tournament's sponsor, the Lord Chamberlain (Thomas Radcliffe, 3rd Earl of Sussex), was Oxford's political mentor. The one most likely to have been in Oxford's personal hand was of course the one intended to be used by his Page to read from. (Nelson, 516 , has index refs. to him, and elsewhere entries for the others). Oxfordians often refer to these men as secretaries, which seems reasonable by modern parlance, but for the most part the men themselves called themselves Oxford's "servants" in their publications, or in the letters of others who referred to them in connection with Oxford. As such, they may not have been merely secretaries-for instance, it's suggested in some biographies of Munday that he began his service to Oxford as one of his boy actors, and was even working for Oxford when Munday traveled to France and Italy as a spy 1578-79, and of course we know that Munday was taking dictation from someone when he wrote the bulk of the MS Sir Thomas More, usually dated to c.1598. Finally, note that there were gaps in Oxford's life when the above named were not in his employ, and we may doubt that Oxford used a secretary or scribe pre-1567 when he was a teen, or post-1586 when, as early as 1583 he was already said to be nearly bankrupt, and had laid off but a few of his family servants. Only through a L250 quarterly annuity from the Queen's Privy Purse and by liquidating most of his patrimony was he able to keep up due appearances for an Earl (and perhaps continued his personal financing of "the golden age of English literature"?).
13 Byrne (1925, p. 199 ) says the Secretary hand was: "…the ordinary current hand used for ordinary purposes until about the end of the century; after 1600 we begin to find it being at any rate partially superseded by the new Italian hand." Although we use the analogy of Secretary = cursive and Italic = printing in our modern comparison, that was only to score the point that nearly all of us have two hands today-normally harder to read cursive for "formal" and easier to read printing for "informal" use by practically everybody (word has it that due to the popularity of keyboards, only printing is now being taught in elementary schools). However, in Elizabethan times it was difficult to read Secretary that was formal and easier to read Italic was informal, since the latter was newer, and not everyone was yet using it. Thus, to see that anyone, especially a well-educated man like Oxford, had an accomplished Italic hand (well known from his letters to Burghley) makes it almost certain that such a person was first taught and also used the formal Secretary hand, even if no examples have yet been identified. Thus, finding instances of a formal Secretary hand in a few documents dealing with Oxford's finances would not be surprising.
Geneva Bible (Stritmatter, 2001, pp. 113, 213, 429-439, 460) . In addition the manuscript contains several elements that match the "WSS" flourish from Oxford's letters (as displayed in Figure R. The emphasis in illustrating all the examples here is not to suggest that all candidate examples are proof of Tarica's basic hypotheses. Rather, it is to provide evidence that can be tested by more experienced examiners into Elizabethan handwriting and griffes.
Conclusion: Potential of Oxford's Hypothetical Secretary Hand
While the evidence for Oxford using a Secretary hand and for the flourishes has not necessarily been conclusive, we hope it provides a framework not just for discovery of Oxford's links to Shakespeare but perhaps insights into how the late-16th century Shake-speare myth came into being. Moreover, it might help clarify the mystery if we realize that after 1594 Oxford orchestrated the charade. We suggest that the role of Mr. Shakspere is better understood as a frontman, or stand-in, when seen as involving Oxford's secret complicity. It may even explain Mr. Shakspere's newfound wealth, as we can assume he was remunerated generously for his service. It certainly adds to evidence that "Shake-speare" was a created identity distinct from Mr. Shakspere, with Oxford linked to the creation of that identity. And it should also be clear that this conjecture is consistent with the odd historical fact that there was seemingly very little mourning or notice of the Stratford man's demise. It was certainly contrary to the tens of thousands of mourners who lined the streets of London when the lesser dramatist Francis Beaumont died a few weeks before Mr. Shakspere did, as Beaumont's coffin was trundled from the provinces to be buried in the "Poets Corner" of Westminster Abbey. The notion that no one questioned the authorship for a very long time, so often made by orthodox scholars was certainly of great irony if
Shakspere-as-Bard was actually a joke at the time.
14 In summary there are three main points we have illustrated. That Oxford likely had a secretary hand and that it should be possible to identify it. That Oxford possibly had suggestive inferences indicating he was Shakespeare by virtue of the flourishes and the griffe de notaire. And finally, that both of these propositions converge, though are also separate, from the notion that Oxford's Secretary hand is possibly evidenced in the establishment of one of the key pieces of evidence linking the Stratford man to the name Shake-speare.
Recall that we claim not to be experts, and that nothing we've discovered is beyond challenge. During our labors on this article we examined numerous MSS and found many had within them samples of apparent matching Secretary hands. We've been informed that the similarity can be explained by the fact that nearly all English grammar school students were drilled into using nearly exactly the same handwriting style. However, perhaps a future article can isolate and examine more closely those suspect MSS's which may represent a hypothetical "Oxford's Secretary Hand". Unfortunately, to make such discussions clear to the readers, that article will require getting permissions from numerous sources in order to illustrate the points we would want to make.
Tarica believes that a pattern of matches will develop that most likely would be only associable to Oxford-a sort of "signature fingerprint"! We also invite any paleographers/orthographers to pursue their own investigations, with which we will happily cooperate. 
